
OBJECTIVE
The objective in Earth is to score as many Victory Points  
(VP) as possible. To do so, you will “plant” cards to create 
your own tableau—a 16-card grid arranged 4 cards wide by 4 
cards tall.  
  The game ends at the end of a round after a player plants 
their 16th card, which completes their tableau.
  Players will score points for the value of Flora and Event 
cards, for Growth and Sprouts placed on their Flora, for cards 
in their Compost, and for Ecosystem, Fauna, and Terrain 
bonus points. 
  Balancing these elements and creating an effective engine 
is key to maximizing your Victory Points!

Earth, the soil that supports and sustains our beautiful planet, Earth. 
Over millions of years of evolution and adaptation, the Flora and 
Fauna of this unique planet have grown and developed into amazing 
life-forms, creating symbiotic ecosystems and habitats. It’s time to 
jump into these rich environments and create some amazing natural 
synergies that replicate and extrapolate on Earth’s amazing versatility 
and plethora of natural resources.

Create a self-supporting engine of growth, expansion and supply 
where even your unused Flora become compost for future growth. 
Earth is an open-world engine builder for 1 to 5 players with simple 
rules but many strategic possibilities.
With the enormous number of unique cards and combinations, every 
game will allow you to discover new synergies and connections, just 
as our vast and fascinating world allows us to do!

The first player to fill their 4x4 tableau with 16 cards 
triggers the game end and earns a bonus of 7VP.

Beige boxes like these will indicate tips and options to 
make the game easier for new players.  Like this one!

Prefer to watch a 
video instead of 

reading the rules?
Scan this QR code 
with your phone!

insideupgames.com/earth-how-to-play-video/

Throughout the rules gray boxes like these will indicate 
important details which should not be overlooked!
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The fruit body comes out of an egg and  
can reach up to 20 cm (7.8 in.) in height.

Red  Cage Fungus
Clathrus ruber

1 1

-1 :  +3

1

3
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It grows at the bases of dead or decaying  
trees and it tastes similar to chicken.

Chicken of the Woods
Laetiporus sulphureus

3 5

+3

5

5
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Although originally classified as a fungus,  
it is now identified as a myxomycete.

Slime Mold
Leocarpus fragilis

+3 on any of the 8 adjacent Flora

1

1
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An ornamental evergreen tree with aromatic  
fruit that can be used to make candy.

Chinese Quince
Pseudocydonia sinensis

4 6

-1 :  +3

6

4
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Resembling a white bearded tooth, this edible  
fungus can be found growing on hardwood trees. 

Lion’s Mane
Hericium erinaceus

2 3

-1 :  +3

1

2
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While hot and arid during the summer months, 
scrublands are cool and moist during the winter. 

Terrain
Scrubland

19%
in this column

+1 3 /

4

2
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They have a symbiotic relationship with trees, 
exchanging nutrients via its root system.

Panther Cap
Amanita pantherina

+3

2 6

8

7
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It is heliotropic, meaning the flowers follow  
the sun as it moves throughout the day.

Sunflower
Helianthus annuus

19%

on each        in this row+1

3 4

3

1
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A lichen with many branches, it is the  
primary food source for reindeer.

Grey Reindeer Lichen
Cladonia rangiferina

+3

1 2

6

3
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Commonly found growing at the base of oak  
trees, it oozes a blood-like substance when cut.

Beefsteak Fungus
Fistulina hepatica

-1 :  +2

2 4

3

2
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This plant is extremely long-lived, with some 
specimens in France surviving for 200 years.

Pomegranate Tree
Punica granatum

+2

3 5

6

4
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Adapted to cool climates, they represent a  
third of all natural forest cover worldwide.

Terrain
Mountain Forest

19%
in this column+1 3 /

4

4
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The flowers have a springlike mechanism that  
spread pollen when bees land on them.

Mountain Laurel
Kalmia latifolia

-1 :  +3

4 7

5

4
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A hardy moss which stores or releases water  
based on the moisture content in its environment.

Wall Screw-Moss
Tortula muralis

on each        in this column+1
19%

2 2

2

1
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The sulfuric compounds present in onions are  
what cause you to get teary when you cut them.

Common Onion
Allium cepa

+1 -1 : +2

1 2

3

2
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This edible mushroom has an unattractive look  
but an incredibly desired black truffle flavour.

Horn of Plenty
Craterellus cornucopioides

You may pay all/some of this Flora’s cost   
 with        instead of (                        )1  = -1

1 2

3

3
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SHARED SETUP
Place the Fauna board  in the center of the table 
within view of all players. For a simpler game, use the 
beginner side of the board, marked with a  icon in 
the center.
 
Hand out a player board  to each player.  
Make sure all players are using the same side (front) of 
their player board. The back of some boards are used 
for other game variations, including solo and teams.

INDIVIDUAL SETUP
Shuffle the Island cards , and then deal one to each player. 
The remainder will not be used for this game and should be 
returned to the box. 

Repeat with the Climate cards .

Once all players are ready, randomly choose a starting  
player, and give them the First-player token  and the  
Active-player token .

Each player must now select one side of their Island,  
Climate, and Ecosystem cards to use by placing it faceup  
on its corresponding space on their player board.

Each player takes 5 Leaf tokens of one colour , placing  
4 of them on the central leaf spaces on their player board and 
keeping the 5th to the side—it can be used to track their action 
selection each turn. 

Shuffle all Earth cards  and place them in a face-
down draw pile (or piles) within reach of all players. 
Leave space for a discard pile next to the draw pile(s). 

Shuffle the Fauna cards  and place one with a 
random side faceup on each of the 4  spaces on 
the Fauna board. The remaining Fauna cards will not be 
used for this game and should be returned to the box.
 
Shuffle the Ecosystem cards  and place one with 
a random side faceup on each of the 2  spaces on 
the Fauna board. Then deal 1 Ecosystem card to each 
player and continue to the INDIVIDUAL SETUP. The 
remaining Ecosystem cards will not be used for this 
game and should be returned to the box.

Island, Climate, and Ecosystem cards grant different  
starting resources, abilities, and Victory Points— 
it is recommended to check the Fauna board and 

choose sides that will help you achieve  these objectives.

COMPONENTS

Leave space next to each player board where a 4x4 
tableau of cards can be created during game play.

A tableau and player board create the player’s area.

Create the central supply by placing all Sprouts ,  
Soil tokens , and Growth (Trunk , Canopy  ) 
next to the Fauna board.

END GAME (4X4 GRID) SCORING REMINDER  RESOURCES

+2:-3

+4 +2/+4 1+2

and +1+1 +2+2 or

VP from Event cards VP from Terrain cards

1VP per Composted card
VP from Ecosystems
(1 personal & 2 shared)

VP from Fauna board1VP per Sprout

VP from Growth
Base VP on cards 
(Tableau, Island & Climate)x

gain
sprout

sprout
space

growth
space

gain
growth

personal
compost

compost from
deck / hand

draw
card

into
hand

plant
card

into
tableau

spend
compost

into
discard

-x

or +2+2

+5 +2

+2 or +2

+6 +2

This sea-filled caldera boasts black sandy  
beaches and a variety of microclimates.

Island
Deception

10

6

4

1

47%
cost -1

(not less than 0)
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The monthly temperature never exceeds 0°C  
(32°F), making them inhospitable to most life.

Ice Cap
Climate

-1 :  +2

3
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At over 55 million years old, the Namib  
Desert is the oldest desert in the world.

Ecosystem
Namib Desert

47%

23 /
(      /    )
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9

7

Fauna board

Player board

Sprouts

Soil tokens

Trunks (Growth)

Canopies (Growth)

Earth cards (Flora, Terrain & Event)

Fauna cards

Ecosystem cards

Island cards

Climate cards

First-player token

Active-player token

Leaf tokens (in 5 player colours)

Score pad

GETTING STARTED
Each player draws  a number of Earth cards as indicated on 
their ISLAND card.

A

After reviewing these cards, players simultaneously choose 
which ones they want to keep in their hand, and which they will 
Compost. They must Compost from their hand  the number 
of cards as indicated on their ISLAND card. 
  To Compost a card, the player simply removes it from their 
hand and places it facedown on the Compost space  on their 
player board—this creates their personal Compost.

Each player takes the number of Soil  indicated on their 
ISLAND card and places them on the central area of their player 
board—this creates their personal reserve. 

B

C

There are 20 Islands, 20 Climates, and 64 Ecosystems,  
which means that there are 25,600 possible starting 

setups—welcome to nature’s diversity!

In a beginner game , Ecosystem cards  
are not used and can remain in the box.

For advanced players, deal out 2 Island, 2 Climate, and  
2 Ecosystem cards for them to choose from. 
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Setup

Game Mode

Island cards 
dealt to 

each player

Climate cards 
dealt to each 

player

Ecosystem 
cards dealt to 

each player
Fauna board

Beginner 1 1 Not used No Ecosystem Cards

Standard 1 1 1 2 Ecosystem Cards

Advanced 2 2 2 2 Ecosystem Cards

END GAME (4X4 GRID) SCORING REMINDER  RESOURCES

+2:-3

+4 +2/+4 1+2

and +1+1 +2+2 or

VP from Event cards VP from Terrain cards

1VP per Composted card
VP from Ecosystems
(1 personal & 2 shared)

VP from Fauna board1VP per Sprout

VP from Growth
Base VP on cards 
(Tableau, Island & Climate)x

gain
sprout

sprout
space

growth
space

gain
growth

personal
compost

compost from
deck / hand

draw
card

into
hand

plant
card

into
tableau

spend
compost

into
discard

-x

or +2+2

+5 +2

+2 or +2

+6 +2

END GAME (4X4 GRID) SCORING REMINDER  RESOURCES

+2 : -3

+4+2 / +41 +2

and+1 +1+2 +2or

VP from Event cardsVP from Terrain cards

1VP per Composted card
VP from Ecosystems
(1 personal & 2 shared)

VP from Fauna board 1VP per Sprout

VP from Growth
Base VP on cards 
(Tableau, Island & Climate) x

gain
sprout

sprout
space

growth
space

gain
growth

personal
compost

compost from
deck / hand

draw
card

into
hand

plant
card

into
tableau

spend
compost

into
discard

-x

or+2 +2

+5+2

+2or+2

+6+2

14

It was created via volcanic eruption in 2019  
and is only 0.04km2 (0.015 mi.2) in area.

Island
Metis Shoal

7

4

4 +2
if you chose

the Red Action

5
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A B

C

6 cards with a darker back and a  
icon are used only in the  solo game.

 For information on solo play,  
see page 15.430 quintillion joules of energy hit Earth every hour 

—whereas humans use 410 quintillion each year.

Solo mode
Grow

+1       /     by you this turn
+7      ,

,
activate                +

+2      or +2         
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1x

Σ

1x

1x

/

x

The largest part of the island is the Beerenberg,  
an active volcano 2,277m (4,740 ft.) high.

Island
Jan Mayen

8

5

5

2 +2
if you chose

the Blue Action
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An oceanic climate is mostly cloudy  
year-round, with high levels of rainfall.

Oceanic
Climate

-1 :  +2

3
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Plants within savanna biomes must have long  
roots to reach the water deep under the ground.

Ecosystem
Yuanjiang Savanna

69%

4 cards have a different
number of      (0-6)

row in which each of the6 /
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When the soil thaws during the summer season,  
the trees, with their shallow roots, tilt and lean.

Ecosystem
Finland Snow Forest

all of the same type
6 /row with 4 cards,

,     ,    ,      or
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It has five climate zones: cultivation, forest, 

heather-moorland, alpine desert, and summit.

EcosystemMount Kilimanjaro

2
5

/ 25%

(includes      )
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They have a special bone called the hyoid, which  

wraps around their skull for shock protection.

Pale-Billed 
Woodpecker

Campephilus guatemalensis

69%

7+ Flora, each with 1+
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A zebra’s natural skin pigment is black,  
meaning they are black with white stripes.

Plains Zebra
Equus quagga

47%

8+ cards with a      habitat
(      /    )
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One of the world’s largest land carnivores,  
brown bears travel up to 80km (50 mi.) per day.

Brown Bear
Ursus arctos

25%

5+
(includes      )
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Ducks adapt to their environment by developing 

regional accents, adjusting their volume and tone.

Wood DuckAix sponsa

38%

(      /    )

7+ cards, each with 1- Habitats
(     ,     ,      ,     )
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There is a very dense population of  
Canary Island pines found on this island.

Island
La Palma

6

7

2+2
if you chose

5

the Blue Action
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They are unable to retain groundwater due to  
their sandy surfaces, which cannot hold moisture.

Desert
Climate

-1:  +2

3
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The Twin Islands support thousands of geese, 
terns, sandpipers, and other bird species.

Ecosystem
Twin Islands

62% (0 counts as even) (      /    )

4/3 cards with an evenx
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They offer in-game bonuses or end-game 
scoring opportunities (page 11).

CLIMATE

Climates give players another  
starting ability (page 10).

Score VP at the end of the game for each 
time you complete its objective (page 8).

Some plant life found within shrublands  
produce flammable oils, fueling wildfires.

Terrain
Shrubland

19%

orthogonally adjacent  
to this Terrain

+1

2

0

3 /
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They can cause a narrow line of thunderstorms 
along the boundary of cold and warm air.

Event
Cold Front

+2

0
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It was created via volcanic eruption in 2019  
and is only 0.04km2 (0.015 mi.2) in area.

Island
Metis Shoal

7

4

4 +2
if you chose

the Red Action

5
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Home to bristlecone pine trees, believed to be  
Earth’s oldest trees at around 4,000 years old.

Ecosystem
Great Basin Desert

51%

2 cards,3 /

each costing 3-
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Often napping for a minute or two at a time,  
they only need 5-30 minutes of sleep per day.

Northern Giraffe
Giraffa camelopardalis

Fill 2+ columns  
in your tableau
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ECOSYSTEM

TERRAIN

Event cards can be played at any time, 
even on another player’s turn (page 11).

Earn VP at the end of the game for completing 
its objective during the game (page 9).

FAUNA

EVENT

Soil cost to Plant card (p. 6)

Base victory point value

Card type  (pp. 8-11)  

Habitat (p. 11)

Card name

Scientific name

Growth space (p. 8)

Maximum Growth number (p. 8)

Canopy completion VP (p. 8)

Sprout spaces  (p. 7)

Ability colour(s) (p. 5) 

First ability effect (pp. 5-6)

Second ability effect 

Flavour text

Objective direction visual aid  (p. 9) 
(row, column, orthogonal, diagonal) 

Percentage of cards (p. 9)

Action/Ability Icon 
These icons help players distinguish which cards to 
activate within their tableau and correspond to specific 
action spaces displayed on the player boards (p. 5)

There are seven different types of cards in the game: 
• FLORA, TERRAIN, and EVENT cards are found in the Earth deck.  
• ISLAND and CLIMATE cards are on player boards.  
• ECOSYSTEM cards are on both the Fauna board and player boards. 
• FAUNA cards are on the Fauna board. 

END GAME (4X4 GRID) SCORING REMINDER  RESOURCES

+2:-3

+4 +2/+4 1+2

and +1+1 +2+2 or

VP from Event cards VP from Terrain cards

1VP per Composted card
VP from Ecosystems
(1 personal & 2 shared)

VP from Fauna board1VP per Sprout

VP from Growth
Base VP on cards 
(Tableau, Island & Climate)x

gain
sprout

sprout
space

growth
space

gain
growth

personal
compost

compost from
deck / hand

draw
card

into
hand

plant
card

into
tableau

spend
compost

into
discard

-x

or +2+2

+5 +2

+2 or +2

+6 +2

Watering (see page 7): 
  You may gain up to 6 Sprouts 
from the supply, immediately 
placing them on any of your 

Flora with empty Sprout spaces. 
  Then you may gain 2 Soil from 

the supply, placing them on 
your player board.

All other players may either 
gain up to 2 Sprouts 

or 
they may gain 2 Soil. 

Lastly, all players activate  
the blue and multicoloured 

abilities on their cards. 

You will score 1VP per Sprout  
on your tableau at the end of  
the game. Sprouts can also  

be converted to Soil anytime  
during the game (page 7).

Growing (see page 8): 
  You may draw 4 cards from  

the Earth stack, placing  
them in your hand.

  Then you may place up to 2 
Growth on any of your Flora with 

room on their Growth space.

All other players may  
either draw 2 cards  

or 
they may place up to 2  
Growth on their Flora. 

Lastly, all players activate  
the yellow and multicoloured 

abilities on their cards.

You will score 1VP per  
Growth on your tableau  
at the end of the game.  

Any Flora that have reached 
their maximum growth number 

will instead earn their listed 
Canopy completion VP.

Composting (see page 7): 
  You may gain 5 Soil from  

the supply, placing them on 
your player board (your  

personal reserve).
  Then take 2 cards from  
the draw pile and place  

them onto your Compost 
without looking at them. 

All other players may 
either gain 2 Soil  

or 
they may Compost 2 cards  

from the draw pile.

Lastly, all players activate  
the red and multicoloured 

abilities on their cards.

You will score 1VP per  
card in your Compost at  

the end of the game.

Planting (see page 6):
  You may plant up to 2 cards, 

one at a time, into your tableau 
by paying their Soil costs with 

Soil from your reserve. 
  Then draw 4 cards, choosing 1 
to keep, and discarding the rest 
facedown into the discard pile.  

Do not place these 3 cards  
in your Compost. 

All other players may plant 1 
card in their tableau by paying 
its Soil cost from their reserve. 

They may also draw 1 card. 

Lastly, all players activate the 
green abilities on their cards.

Players do not need to  
have planted a card to be  

able to draw a card.

You will score the base VP  
value of each planted card 

at the end of the game.

TURN/ACTION OVERVIEW
On your turn, choose any 1 of the 4 action spaces shown at the top of your player board. To mark your 
choice, place the active-player token above the corresponding action. All other players place their 5th Leaf 
token on the bottom of the same action space as a way to track their action options.

THE GOLDEN RULE: If a card ability does something that goes against the rules, the card has priority and its abilities can be applied (if desired).

  Play continues with the Active-player token moving clockwise until one player has completed 
their 4x4 tableau (see Endgame, p.14). Players may choose the same action as a previous player, or 
repeat the same action from their last turn.

ACTIVATING ABILITIES
At the end of each action all players may activate any abilities in their tableau and on their player board that match the colour 
of the currently selected action (GREEN, RED, BLUE, or YELLOW). For multicoloured abilities, see page 6.
  Each card’s ability can only be activated one time per turn, and each tableau must be activated in order, row by row, left to 
right, starting from the top left. For an example of a turn, including the activation of abilities, see page 12.
  You can activate your ISLAND  and then your CLIMATE  either before or after your tableau’s activation, but not during.

  Some abilities require an extra step prior to receiving the benefit. To activate abilities with a 
negative number (-X), it is mandatory to pay the cost in full to get its benefit (Ex.1).

  For any abilities that have a numbered resource before a colon (:), it is mandatory to pay the 
resource requirement on the left of the colon to gain the benefit on the right (Ex.2).

+1 :  +1
Ex.2 - Compost 1 

card from your hand,  
then draw 1 card.

Continued

ISLAND

Islands give players their initial resources 
and a starting ability (page 10).

CARD INFORMATION

ACTIVE
PLAYER

OTHER
PLAYERS

-1 :  +3
Ex.1 - Discard 1 card 
from your Compost, 

then gain 3 Soil.

An oceanic climate is mostly cloudy  
year-round, with high levels of rainfall.

Oceanic
Climate

-1 :  +2

3
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Every card is unique, so not all  
options are present on every card.

FLORA

One of the fastest growing shade trees,  
it grows 1-2m (3-6 ft.) per year. 

American Sycamore
Platanus occidentalis

+1

3 4

-1 : +2

3

1
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ACTIVATING ABILITIES - CONTINUED
Abilities are activated after taking their matching action (GREEN activates GREEN, RED 
activates RED... etc.). Multicoloured abilities (which consist of BLUE, YELLOW, and RED 
abilities) are also triggered when the BLUE, YELLOW, or RED action is chosen: these 
multicoloured abilities are activated in order with any other abilities in the tableau.

  Cards with 2 ability colours, or with multicoloured abilities, count as each of those colours 
when scoring, so if a player had a card with a RED and a YELLOW ability, they could choose 
to count it as RED for one objective and YELLOW for another.

  BLACK abilities are triggered automatically as soon as they are played. BROWN abilities 
give the opportunity for extra endgame scoring options or ongoing advantages.
  Neither BLACK nor BROWN abilities will trigger during the game due to action 
selection or engine abilities, but they do count as ability colours.
 
  You are never forced to activate a card—you may skip the activations of as many cards 
as desired. Only your Island, Climate, and cards planted in your tableau can activate their 
abilities—cards in your hand, Compost, and Event stack cannot.

WATERING: PLACE SPROUTS AND GAIN SOIL

The active player may place up to a total of 6 Sprouts on any 
number of Flora cards in their tableau as long as they have 
empty Sprout spaces 1 .  
  Sprouts can only be placed on Sprout spaces, they cannot 
be saved in your personal reserve.
  There is no limit to the number of Sprouts in the supply; in 
the unlikely event that no Sprouts remain, use a substitute, 
such as the supplementary Sprouts from the punch board.

  If a player is ever in need of more Soil, they can  
convert Sprouts from their tableau into Soil 2 . 

  If a player does not have room for some Sprouts when they 
are gained during the Watering action, those extra Sprouts 
are immediately lost—you cannot convert Sprouts that are 
not already on your tableau.

  The active player then gains 2 Soil from the supply and 
places them in their reserve.

  All other players may either place up to 2 Sprouts on their 
available Sprout spaces or they may gain 2 Soil.

The fruit body comes out of an egg and  
can reach up to 20 cm (7.8 in.) in height.

Red  Cage Fungus
Clathrus ruber

1 1

-1 :  +3

1

3
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Reaching up to 10 m (33 ft.) in height, trees begin 
producing cherries after three to four years.

Cherry  Tree
Prunus avium

on each         in this column+1
19%

3 5

4

0
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Also known as the “forest flame” due to its  
bright red leaves, the shrub is highly poisonous. 

Japanese Andromeda
Pieris japonica

1 1

+2

0

1
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Early in the game it can be helpful to convert  your  
Sprouts into Soil for the Planting action. 

However, late in the game it may be unwise to convert  
too much, since each Sprout is worth 1VP!

The active player may gain 5 Soil from the supply, placing 
them in their reserve 1 .
  There is no limit to the number of Soil allowed in a reserve. 
In the very unlikely event that no Soil tokens remain in  
the supply, use a substitute. 

  The active player then takes 2 cards from the draw pile 
(without looking at their front) and places them facedown 
on the Compost space of their player board  2 .

Often nurtured as bonsai, the Japanese  
boxwood is an ornamental shrub.

Japanese Boxwood
Buxus microphylla

1 1

+2

1

2
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  All other players may either gain 2 Soil from the supply or they 
may draw 2 cards from the draw pile and place them in their 
personal Compost.
   Players may agree to Compost from the discard pile 
instead of the draw pile to avoid depleting the draw pile.

 Lastly, all players activate red and multicoloured abilities on their 
player board and in their tableau 3  (see “Activating Abilities” p.5).

  The majority of Compost actions require players to  
Compost cards from their hand , while this action 

allows players to Compost from the draw pile instead.

   There is no limit to the number 
of cards in a Compost, and once 
composted, players may not  
look through their pile.
  In the unlikely event that  
no cards remain in the draw  
or discard piles, players may 
no longer Compost cards  
from the deck.You will score 1VP per card in your Compost at the end  

of the game—regardless of its type or base VP value.

COMPOSTING: GAIN SOIL AND COMPOST FROM THE DRAW PILE

3

Also called “water birch” as it grows in  
mountainous areas along streams and rivers. 

Red  Birch
Betula occidentalis

+2 -1 : +2

2 2

2

1
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After placing your first card, there are only 2 placement rules:

Card placement could be important for many 
reasons, such as the order in which their 
abilities are activated, the way Ecosystems 
score at endgame (page 8), or if they help you 
reach a Fauna objective (page 9).

1   Cards must be planted adjacent to previously   
  placed cards (either orthogonally or diagonally).

2   Your tableau may never have more than 4  
  columns or more than 4 rows.

The active player then draws 4 cards, chooses 1 to keep, and 
discards the rest facedown into the central discard pile.

  All other players may plant 1 card into their tableau by paying 
its Soil cost from their reserve. They may also draw 1 card.

For a more strategic game, players may plant cards in their  
tableau facedown until all players have chosen their card(s)—  

at which point all cards are turned faceup. 

PLANTING: PLACE, DRAW, AND DRAFT CARDS

  Lastly, all players activate green abilities on their player board 
and in their tableau (see “Activating  Abilities” p.5).
  Cards on a player board may be activated before or after the 
tableau, but the tableau must be activated in order—from left 
column to right, then top row to bottom

  If the Earth deck runs out, shuffle the discard pile to create a new 
draw pile. Do not shuffle in any player’s Compost—these cards are 
worth VP at the end of the game!

  Planting is the most important action in the game—it will score 
you VP and allow you to activate more abilities.

Players do not need to have planted a card to be able to 
draw a card, and they cannot draw before planting.

=
 At the end of the game, you will score the  

base VP value of each card you have planted.

These 3 cards are not placed in their personal Compost. 

The active player may plant up to 2 cards, one at a time, into 
their tableau by paying the Soil  costs. (Only Flora and Terrain 
cards may be planted into a tableau.) The required amount of Soil 
is returned from their reserve to the central supply.
  When planting your first card, you may place it anywhere within 
your tableau. Each subsequent card must be placed in one of the 
8 spaces adjacent to an existing card.
  Players are not limited in which direction they may expand their 
tableau, but they are limited to a 4x4 tableau (16 cards).

In the unlikely event that no cards remain in the draw or discard piles, 
players may no longer draw or compost cards from the deck.

  To keep the game moving and to keep players engaged, all players may 
activate their abilities at the same time.

If a card is activated, all costs must be paid in full; however,  
benefits may be collected as desired (partially or in full).

For example, to activate this multicoloured ability you  
must discard the top card from your Compost, and return  

1 Growth from your tableau to the supply. Then you  
may gain 1 Sprout and up to 2 Soil from the supply.

  For each objective and scoring card, a multicoloured card can 
count as a blue, a yellow, and a red card. However, individual 

blue, yellow, and red cards do not count as multicoloured cards.

-1-1 :  +1 +2

Cards with green abilities may activate their  
green ability the same turn they are planted!

 Lastly, all players activate blue and multicoloured abilities on their 
player board and in their tableau 3  (see “Activating Abilities” p.5).

2

3

1

To convert Sprouts to Soil, simply remove 3 Sprouts from any 
number of your Flora cards and return them to the  supply, then 

take 2 Soil from the supply and place them in your reserve. 

  Sprouts can be converted to Soil anytime during the game, 
except while gaining them during the Watering action,  

or in the middle of a card’s ability being resolved.

You may repeat this conversion as many times as you’d like.
Soil, however, cannot be converted to Sprouts.

+2:-3

2

Ram’s head is a fan-shaped parasitic fungus  
that grows near the base of oak trees.

Ram’s Head
Grifola frondosa

+1-1 : +2

2 2

3

2
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A channel of flowing water, often formed by  
the erosion of rock and sediment in its path.

Terrain
Stream

0

47%

9

orthogonally adjacent cards, including
in one continuous line through2 /

this Terrain (line may turn but not backtrack)
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Large bowl-shaped depressions, often caused  
by the impact of an object such as a meteorite. 

Terrain
Crater

adjacent to this Terrain
diagonally5 /

19%

9

10
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Jasmine flowers release their fragrance at night,  
hence the nickname “queen of the night.” 

White  Jasmine
Jasminum polyanthum

4 5

+1 +1

4

1
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END GAME (4X4 GRID) SCORING REMINDER  RESOURCES

+2:-3

+4 +2/+4 1+2

and +1+1 +2+2 or

VP from Event cards VP from Terrain cards

1VP per Composted card
VP from Ecosystems
(1 personal & 2 shared)

VP from Fauna board1VP per Sprout

VP from Growth
Base VP on cards 
(Tableau, Island & Climate)x

gain
sprout

sprout
space

growth
space

gain
growth

personal
compost

compost from
deck / hand

draw
card

into
hand

plant
card

into
tableau

spend
compost

into
discard

-x

or +2+2

+5 +2

+2 or +2

+6 +2

1

2

Comprised of decomposed plant and animal 
materials, it is rich in nutrients and minerals. 

Terrain
Organic Soil

19%

0

2

(cannot cost less than 0)
All cost -2
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The largest part of the island is the Beerenberg,  
an active volcano 2,277m (4,740 ft.) high.

Island
Jan Mayen

8

5

5

2 +2
if you chose

the Blue Action
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An oceanic climate is mostly cloudy  
year-round, with high levels of rainfall.

Oceanic
Climate

-1 :  +2

3
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Plants within savanna biomes must have long  
roots to reach the water deep under the ground.

Ecosystem
Yuanjiang Savanna

69%

4 cards have a different
number of      (0-6)

row in which each of the6 /
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GROWING: DRAW CARDS AND PLACE GROWTH

An herb that was once used to  
treat venomous snakebites.

Florence Fennel
Foeniculum vulgare

-1 :  +3

2 4

7

5
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  The active player may draw 4 cards from the Earth pile, 
placing them in their hand. There is no limit to the number of 
cards a player may have in their hand.

  Growth can only be stored on Growth spaces,  
up to their maximum growth number. If a player gains  
more pieces than they can place, extras Growth are 
immediately lost. The order in which you gain or spend 
Growth can be very important, so be sure to watch for 
these abilities as you plant your cards.

  All other players may either draw 2 cards or they may 
place up to 2 Growth on their Flora with available space. 

  There is no limit to the number of Growth  
in the supply; in the unlikely event that  
no Growth remain, use a substitute.

  Lastly, all players activate yellow and 
multicoloured abilities 4  on their 
player board and in their tableau (see  
“Activating Abilities” p.5).

You will score 1VP per Trunk in your 
tableau at the end of the game.  

However, any Flora with a Canopy 
will instead earn their listed  
Canopy completion VP 5 .

  If the draw pile is ever depleted, simply shuffle the discard 
pile to create a new draw pile. Do not shuffle in any Compost 
from player boards; these are VP at the end of the game!
  In the unlikely event that no cards remain in the draw or 
discard piles, players may no longer draw cards or Compost 
cards from the deck.

  Then the active player may place up to 2 Growth total on 
any of their Flora with room on their Growth space. Take 
Trunks 1  from the supply and place them onto any Flora in 
your tableau. A Growth space can have as many Growth as 
shown by its maximum growth number 2 .

  The last Growth piece on each space is a Canopy,  
not a Trunk. To complete Flora, place a Canopy 3   
on top of any/all Trunks. Although the Canopies  
are different colours, they are all treated the  
same for gameplay and endgame scoring.  
Flora with a maximum Growth space of 1  
will only have a Canopy, no Trunk pieces.

 It can be helpful to place cards you do not want  upside down at the back of your hand. 
This makes it easier  to see which cards you might want  to Compost in the future.

First-time players can use the  beginner side of the Fauna board,   
where all tiers score 10VP regardless of when a Leaf token is added.  

This allows players to focus on learning  the basics of the game   
without trying to race for these points.

If you look at the “Ladybugs” card, you will 
notice the + and - symbols after each number;  

a player would score the Ladybugs objective 
when they had “11 OR MORE cards,  

each with a base VP value of 3 OR LESS.”

The percentage (xx%) on some cards informs 
players what percentage of cards in the game  

can meet that card’s listed requirements.

FAUNA CARDS - FAUNA OBJECTIVES

FROM THIS POINT, YOU ARE 90% READY TO PLAY.
Take a look at the scoring reminder and the iconography index on the bottom of your player board and you’ll be 95% ready to play. 

The rest of the rules represent the other 5%; they include clarifications, examples and a Solo mode, and cover exceptions and specific details.

1

  These two-sided cards give in-game scoring 
objectives—described by the text on each card,  
with each side being different.

  In every game there will be 4 random Fauna cards 
placed on the Fauna board. At any time during a turn 
in which a player fulfills the listed objective on one 
(or more) Fauna cards, they may claim the highest 
available VP tier next to that card. They simply 
remove one of the Leaf tokens from their player 
board and place it next to the VP value of that tier. 

 The first player to fulfill each Fauna card’s objective 
will score the most points, with each subsequent tier 
dropping in value. For this reason it is important to 
factor in the needs of Fauna cards when building 
your tableau.

  If two or more players fulfill an objective on the 
same turn, Leaf tokens are placed in a clockwise turn 
order, starting with the active player—only players 
that fulfilled the objective may place their Leaf token. 

ECOSYSTEM CARDS - ECOSYSTEM OBJECTIVES

First-time players can use the beginner side of the 
Fauna board, which does not have Ecosystem cards.  
This allows players to focus on learning how to play 

without the extra end-game scoring options.

Ecosystem cards do not have “abilities” and  
therefore are never activated by any player.

Some cards like “Everglades” have white arrowheads around the edges of the objective;  
these visual aids are reminders for objectives  with directional/placement  scoring.

  These two-sided cards give end-game scoring 
bonuses—described by the text on each card, 
with each side being different.

 In a standard game, there will be 3 Ecosystem 
cards in play:
• 2 on the Fauna board—available for any and all 
players to score
• 1 on each player board—available only for that 
player to score 

  At the beginning of the game, when given your  
ISLAND, CLIMATE, and ECOSYSTEM cards, you will 
choose which side of each card you want to use. Once 
selected, you will keep those sides for the rest of the 
game.
  Players may score Ecosystem cards multiple times 
if they meet the requirements multiple times with 
different cards/components. 
  Once a card or component has been used to score 
for an Ecosystem objective, it cannot be used again to 
score for the same Ecosystem objective. 

  Try to optimize the Flora, Terrain, and Event cards 
you choose in an effort to reach various Ecosystem 
and Fauna objectives.

  Once you fulfill a Fauna card objective, the claim 
cannot be lost, even if you no longer meet the 
requirements at a later time. (For example, if you 
needed 20+ Soil in your reserve, and after fulfilling 
that objective you spent Soil on the same turn and 
dropped below 20, you would not lose the claim or 
the VP.)

  When calculating points at the end of the game, 
you will add the points earned by each Leaf token 
you’ve placed on the Fauna board. Remember 
to include the 7VP bonus for the player who 
completed their tableau first! (See Endgame p.14.)

4

5
2

Fauna cards do not have “abilities” and  
therefore are never activated by any player.

3

This icon has been 
added to some 

Fauna and Ecosystem cards as 
a reminder to check your Island 
and Climate cards for that goal!

(      /    )

The Everglades is the only place on Earth  
where alligators and crocodiles coexist.

Ecosystem
Everglades

 (1-7. Line may turn, not backtrack)
through diagonally adjacent cards

in one continuous line4 /

19%
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Feeding mostly on aphids, a single ladybug  
can consume 5,000 plant pests in its lifetime.

Seven-Spotted  
Ladybug

Coccinella septempunctata

72%x

11+ cards, each  
with a       of 3-(      /    )
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Their wings are so large that they provide  
enough lift to fly as slow as 3km/h (1.8 mph).

Barn Owl
Tyto alba

14%

3+ Flora with an animal  
in their name (underlined)
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Their wings are so large that they provide  
enough lift to fly as slow as 3km/h (1.8 mph).

Barn Owl
Tyto alba

14%

3+ Flora with an animal  
in their name (underlined)
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Are you looking for a little more 
information or clarification on 
some of the cards? 

This QR code 
links to a “living 
document” which 
we will be updating 
as requests come in! 
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The Japanese maple’s scientific name, Acer  
palmatum, describes its hand-shaped leaves. 

Japanese Maple
Acer palmatum

3

2

3 4

+1 +1
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Prairie plants can withstand fires due to most  
of their structure being below the surface.

Terrain
Prairie

19%in this row
3 /

4

2

+1
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The tallest to ever occur was in Lituya Bay,  
Alaska, reaching a max height of 524 m (1,719 ft.). 

Event
Tsunami

-5 :  +6

-4
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An oceanic climate is mostly cloudy  
year-round, with high levels of rainfall.

Oceanic
Climate

-1 :  +2

3
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Once called Y del Fogo, meaning Isle of Fire,  
possibly due to the high number of forest fires.

Island
Fogo

7

5

6

3
47%

cost -1
(not less than 0)
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FLORA CARDS 
 
The majority of the cards in the game are Earth 
cards (283/364)—of which 179 are FLORA,  
66 are TERRAINS, and 38 are EVENTS.

  Collectively, all cards in the game are referred 
to as cards, whereas only the Flora cards are 
referred to as Flora—this is especially important 
for Fauna and Ecosystem objectives. 
  Objectives that require “Flora” do not involve 
Terrain, Event, Island, or Climate cards. Whereas 
objectives that require “cards” include all cards 
in a player’s tableau as well as their Island and 
Climate cards.

  Flora is further classified by type 1 , of which there 
are an equal amount of each:  

  Mushrooms are not technically flora but are classified 
here for gameplay and balance. Since lichens are 
plural organisms that include algae, mushrooms, and 
cyanobacteria, we’ve added them to Herbs.  
For this, we apologize to our botanist players.

  Habitats 2  are used for scoring objectives. Flora, 
Terrain, Island, and Climate cards have their Habitats 
listed on the top right of the card:

TERRAIN CARDS 

Terrain cards, like Flora, are planted into your 
tableau during the Plant action. They often 
do not gain resources, but instead they offer 
in-game passive effects or end-game scoring 
bonuses.

EVENT CARDS

Event cards are unlike other Earth cards in that 
they can be played at any time, even on another 
player’s turn, or between the activation of two 
abilities. They give the player an instant benefit 
and they don’t directly affect other players. 
Event cards are the only cards that can be played 
without the Plant action.

  Events are not part of your tableau and 
therefore do not count towards its 16-card limit. 

  Some Terrain (and Ecosystem) cards have visual 
aids (small white arrowheads) 3  around their 
ability colours to help players quickly remember 
important placement directions for scoring.
For example, the “Prairie” Terrain will score a 
player 3VP per Herb it shares a row with.

ISLAND CARDS

CLIMATE CARDS

1

2

3 4

5 6

1

2

3

 You can activate your Island and  
then your Climate either before or after 

you’ve activated your tableau—and  
you can switch each time depending on 

what is best for your current turn.  
However, you cannot activate one card 

before your tableau and the other after.

  You are never forced to activate your 
Island/Climate’s ability—you may use it 

or skip it any time it is able to activate.

EARTH CARDS

Remember, all costs must be paid in full, however  
benefits may be collected as desired (partially or in full).

Event cards never count for Terrain, 
Ecosystem or Fauna objectives 

unless specifically stated on a card.

1

2

2

  Although cards contain a lot of information,  
players won’t need to keep track of it all.  

Instead, players should check Ecosystem and 
Fauna objectives, as well as individual Terrains, 

to focus on the details that are important to them.

  These two-sided cards give players their 
starting resources (Earth cards, Compost, 
and Soil) as well as an ability to help with their 
strategy—described by the text on each card, 
with each side being different.

 Each Island is unique, with different 
combinations of base VP 1 , Habitats 2 ,  
number of cards you draw at the beginning 3 , 
number of cards to Compost from your hand 4 , 
and Soil 5 , as well as an ability 6 .

  At the beginning of the game, choose which 
side of the card you would like to use. Once 
chosen, this side will be placed faceup on your 
player board—it will remain for the entire game 
and cannot ever be switched.

  Players will then draw a number of cards as 
indicated next to the  icon. 
  From these cards, they will need to Compost a 
number of cards, as indicated next to the  icon.    
  Compost is an important in-game resource as well as 
end-game VP.

  Lastly, players collect a number of Soil as indicated 
next to the  icon.  
  Soil is the currency for the game and is needed to 
plant Flora and Terrain into your tableau (see p.6).

  These two-sided cards give players another 
ability, which they can use to focus or to 
diversify their abilities—described by the text  
on each card, with each side being different.

  Each Climate is unique, with different 
combinations of base VP 1 , Habitats 2 ,  
and an ability 3 .

  At the beginning of the game, choose which 
side of the card you would like to use. Once 
chosen, this side will be placed faceup on your 
player board—it will remain for the entire game 
and cannot ever be switched.

  When you play an Event card, place it faceup  
in the Event space (  ) on your player board. 
Costs in Event card abilities must be paid in full 
when the card is played, but benefits may be 
collected as desired. 

  At the end of the game, Event cards may earn 
(or lose) you VP depending on their base VP.  
Events, once played, cannot be taken back into 
hand, exchanged, activated, or composted.

Tree Herb Mushroom Bush

Sunny Wet Rocky Cold

  Island and Climate cards can count 
for Ecosystem and Fauna objectives— 

depending on what those objectives are. 
This can be overlooked by new players, 

so please be kind and remind them 
throughout the game.

Climate cards give players another ability  
that can contribute to their strategy,  

so try to choose a side that complements 
your Island and helps towards Fauna  

and Ecosystem objectives.

33
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END GAME (4X4 GRID) SCORING REMINDER  RESOURCES

+2:-3

+4 +2/+4 1+2

and +1+1 +2+2 or

VP from Event cards VP from Terrain cards

1VP per Composted card
VP from Ecosystems
(1 personal & 2 shared)

VP from Fauna board1VP per Sprout

VP from Growth
Base VP on cards 
(Tableau, Island & Climate)x

gain
sprout

sprout
space

growth
space

gain
growth

personal
compost

compost from
deck / hand

draw
card

into
hand

plant
card

into
tableau

spend
compost

into
discard

-x

or +2+2

+5 +2

+2 or +2

+6 +2 1

4

5

2

3

EXAMPLE OF A TURN

EXAMPLE OF A TURN - CONTINUED

ENDGAME EXAMPLE
For this example, let’s say that this is the player board and tableau of 
the active player. They are running low on cards in their hand, so they  
announce that they will be taking the Grow action (yellow).

  As the active player, they will gain the major benefit at the top of the 
chosen action . Note these icons are in line with the “active player” 
icon .

  For the Grow action, the player receives 4 cards from the draw pile 
 and 2 Growth from the supply . The player may choose any 

combination of Trunk and/or Canopy pieces, depending on which 
Flora they place them on.

  Meanwhile, all the other players will gain the minor benefit shown at the 
bottom of the chosen action —in line with the “other players” icon . 
In this case, that means each other player may gain either 2 cards from 
the draw pile, or 2 Growth of their choice. 

Then all players will simultaneously activate their yellow and 
multicoloured abilities on their player board and in 
their tableau . Each player may choose which area 
to activate first, their player board or their tableau.

In this example, the player does not have any yellow or 
multicoloured abilities on their player board, so 
they will only activate cards in their tableau.

  Remember that tableaus are always activated  
in order, row by row, starting from the top left.

  Stiptic Fungus  will activate first, allowing  
the player to place the top card from their 
Compost into the discard pile, and then gain  
3 Soil from the supply.

  Hairawn Muhly  activates second, which is good, as the player had 
no Soil remaining in their reserve. Fortunately, they just gained 3 Soil, 
so they can return one of those to the supply and gain 2 Sprouts.

  Oakmoss  is up next and allows the player to return one Sprout 
to the supply to gain 2 Soil.

  Mycena Chlorophos  can then activate—one Growth piece is 
returned in exchange for 3 more Soil.

  Japanese Andromeda  activates next and gives the player 2 
more Soil, at no cost!

  And finally, Yellow Sprouts  activates, allowing the player to copy 
any other yellow ability in their tableau. The player decides to copy 
Japanese Andromeda  to gain 2 more Soil, again at no cost!
 
  On this turn, when the active player placed both of their Growth 
on Oakmoss, they fulfilled the requirement for the Fauna card 
“Mountain Gorilla,” which means they can immediately place one of 
their Leaf tokens on the highest open VP tier—in this case 8 .

  With all of their yellow abilities activated, their turn is now over, and 
play progresses in a clockwise manner.

EXAMPLE SCORING - ORANGE PLAYER
To begin, add up the base VP value of all cards in your tableau, and 
on your Island and Climate cards. (See image on page 12, opposite.)
• Next add up the base VP value of any Event cards in  
your Event stack. This could be a negative number.
• Earn 1VP for each card in your Compost.
• Earn 1VP for each Sprout in your tableau.
• Earn VP for each Trunk in your tableau, or the  
Canopy completion VP for any Flora with a Canopy.
• Earn VP for each Terrain in your tableau if it gives end-
game scoring. Beach scores the player 8VP (4 for each 
empty orthogonal space), Badlands scores 9VP (Yellow 
Sprouts can score as any flora type), and Impoverished 
Land scores 13VP (it scores for itself, for the Island and  
the Climate cards, but not for any Event cards).
• Earn VP for each Ecosystem card if you meet or exceed 
its requirements. Their personal Ecosystem card scores 
them 18VP as they have 4 cards with geographic terms. 
Everglades scores 20VP as Yellow Sprouts can score as  
any flora type. Parasol Mushroom does not count as it is  
not connected in a diagonal line. Great Hungarian Plain  
scores 13VP as there are 4 Herbs in your tableau.
• Earn VP for your Leaf tokens on the Fauna board—
including the tableau completion bonus if you earned it. 

Let’s pretend for a moment that the next 
player, who happens to be the last player in 
the round, chooses the Plant action (green) 
and by planting 2 cards they fill their 
tableau (with 16 cards) and end the game.
They would immediately place their final 
Leaf token on the 7VP bonus on the Fauna 
board .

  The orange player decides to plant 
Roman Brown mushrooms into their 
tableau  to help them satisfy a number 
of Ecosystem and Fauna objectives. They 
will also draw 1 card (from the “other 
players” green action), and then gain 1 Soil 
when their Terrain Badlands activates.

  After all players have finished activating 
their green abilities, the game is over; 
since the last player in the round ended 
the game, all players have had an equal 
number of turns.

1x

Σ

1x

1x

/

x

Orange
May 9 Blue

29
-2
15
22
12
30
18
20
13
34
191

47
0
28
19
31
6
0
20
10
19
180

  We do not recommend players put away 
components as they are adding up their 
score—in the rare case of a tie, you will 

need to check them as tie-breakers.

This sea-filled caldera boasts black sandy  
beaches and a variety of microclimates.

Island
Deception

10

6

4

1

47%
cost -1

(not less than 0)
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A single white oak can produce up to 10,000  

acorns during an abundant or “mast” year.

White Oak

Quercus alba

4
4

+2

4

2
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When lava vents erupt into a preexisting  
crater, a lava lake is formed.

Event
Lava Lake

-1 :  +3

-2
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They cover about a third of the planet and  
consist of only two seasons, summer and winter.

Climate
Arid

if you chose the Red Action+2

1
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Blossoming allows pollinators to cross- 
pollinate, which is needed to produce fruit.

Terrain
Blossoming Lands

28%

card with a  of3 / 4+
x

15

4
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The orange-bellied parrot migrates from Australia  
to Tasmania every year to breed in this rain forest.

Ecosystem

Tasmanian Temperate  
Rain Forest

14%

geographic term in their name
2 Flora, each with a9 /

(terms are in bold)
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One of the most widely recognizable flower  

varieties, tulips signal the arrival of spring. 

Pink TulipTulipa gabriella

3
4

-1 :  +3

1

1
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A fragrant lichen often used in perfume that  
has been found in ancient Egyptian royal tombs.  

Oakmoss
Evernia prunastri

-1 : +2-1 : +2

2 2

2

0
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Also known as the “forest flame” due to its  
bright red leaves, the shrub is highly poisonous. 

Japanese Andromeda
Pieris japonica

1 1

+2

0

1
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Similar in appearance to a parasol, this mushroom  
has a scaled cap and grows in woodland clearings.

Parasol Mushroom
Macrolepiota procera

-1 :  +3

3 4

3

0
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Also called the bitter oyster, stiptic fungi  
grow in dense clusters on logs and tree stumps.

Stiptic Fungus
Panellus stipticus

1 1

-1 :  +3

0

0
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A bioluminescent fungus that releases a strong 
ammonia odor; as it matures its luminescence fades.

Mycena Chlorophos
Mycena chlorophos

-1 :  +3

1 1

3

2
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The rocks and soil have been carved by water 
erosion, forming steep slopes and ravines.

Terrain
Badlands

19%
in this row

+1 3 /

4

2
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This plant is listed as endangered  
in several American states.

Hairawn Muhly
Muhlenbergia capillaris

2 4

-1 :  +2

5

4
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Also referred to as cock’s-foot due to the  
clusters of flowers that resemble a bird’s foot. 

Cat Grass
Dactylis glomerata

1 1

+2

0

0
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Mysterious and full of potential;  
which plant will these sprouts become?

Yellow  Sprouts

8

0

Copy one  
from your tableau

(may change each use)

Counts as all Flora  
types when scoring 
(      ,        ,        and       )

2 3
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Land which hosts few plant and animal species, 
generally low in life-sustaining resources.

Terrain
Impoverished Land

72%

card with a  of1 / 3-
x

5

1
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This is the most cultivated species of oyster 
mushroom in Europe and North America.

Indian Oyster
Pleurotus pulmonarius

You may pay all/some of this Flora’s cost   
 with        instead of (                        )1  = -1

4

5
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One of the most widely consumed mushrooms,  

it is cultivated in over 70 countries worldwide.

Roman Brown
Agaricus bisporus

-1 :  +3

2

2
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Often nurtured as bonsai, the Japanese  
boxwood is an ornamental shrub.

Japanese Boxwood
Buxus microphylla

1 1

+2

1

2
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Classified by the size of its grain (0.0625-2mm). 
Any larger and it’s gravel, smaller and it’s silt.

Terrain
Beach

to this Terrain (outside of tableau counts)
empty orthogonal space adjacent4 /

7

9
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The Everglades is the only place on Earth  
where alligators and crocodiles coexist.

Ecosystem
Everglades

 (1-7. Line may turn, not backtrack)
through diagonally adjacent cards

in one continuous line4 /

19%
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Its crisscrossing rivers have made it the perfect  
place to cultivate crops and herd animals.

Ecosystem

Great Hungarian Plain

number of       in your tableau (1-7+)
Earn     depending on the total

0, 4, 8, 13, 23, 28 or 30 19%
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Growing up to 3.8cm (1.5 in.) per week, their antlers  
are one of the fastest-growing of any species.

Red Deer
Cervus elaphus

29%

6+ Flora, each with 3-
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A marmot spends 80% of its life underground,  
and 60% of its life is spent in hibernation.

Yellow-Bellied  
Marmot

Marmota flaviventris

44%

6+ Flora, each with 4+
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In an hour, a mole can dig up to 5.5m (18 ft.).
 In a year, it can eat over 22kg (50 lb.) of worms.

European Mole
Talpa europaea

20+       in your reserve
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With arms longer than legs, it is easier for  
them to walk on all fours using their knuckles.

Mountain Gorilla
Gorilla beringei beringei

63%

and       as possible
4+ Flora filled with as many

(Having no      or       count as filled)
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A parasitic mold that attacks other mushrooms  
and alters both their appearance and flavor.

Lobster Mushroom
Hypomyces lactifluorum

+3

1 3

3

4
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A parasitic mold that attacks other mushrooms  

and alters both their appearance and flavor.

Lobster Mushroom

Hypomyces lactifluorum

+3

1 3

3

4
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SOLO MODE

  The solo mode follows most of the same rules as the standard game, 
with the most obvious exception being that you are competing against an 
Artificial Intelligence (AI) named Gaia. 

  Begin by setting up the game as you would for a regular (or advanced)
game, but set your player board on its solo side  and decide on a 
difficulty level .
  Beginner and Medium use the upper action spaces whereas Hard and 
Expert use the lower actions. Beginner and Expert are only affected further 
by the effects listed at the bottom of Gaia’s Fauna objective cards.

  Place Gaia’s board next to your player board—on the opposite side of 
where you will build your tableau.

  Select a colour of Leaf tokens and place them on Gaia’s board 1 .
2  Shuffle her deck of 6 cards (  ) and place it facedown in this space.  

     You will go through this deck twice before ending the game.
3  This space is where her active card will go.
4  This space is where her facedown Compost is placed. 
5  This space is where her faceup scoring cards are placed.

Once you are set up, you begin as the active player.

ENDGAME

The first player to fill their 4x4 tableau with 16  
cards triggers the end-game and earns 7VP.

  In the beginner mode, there are no shared Ecosystem cards and Fauna  
objectives are worth 10VP, regardless of the order in which they were claimed.

SOLO MODE - SCORING
Once the game has ended, you will score VP the same way as in the 
standard game. Gaia, however, will score points as follows:
 • Add the base VP from all cards in her faceup scoring pile 5 , including 
Event cards—negative values are converted to positive values for Gaia!
 • Add 1VP per Sprout 6 .
 • Add 1VP per Trunk or the Canopy completion VP 7 .
 • Add 1VP per card in her Compost 4 .
 • Add VP from Leaf tokens placed on the Fauna board.

  Gaia does not score any bonus points for:
 • TERRAIN cards or ECOSYSTEM cards.

Your 3 discards 
are added to

, /+2+2 +1
you gained this turn

+5 +2/+4 1+2

Base VP on cards

1VP per Sprout

VP from Terrain cards

VP from Fauna board

VP from Growth

VP from EcosystemsVP from Event cards

1VP per Composted card

+1+3 /,
by you this turn

, /+2+5 +1
you gained this turn

+1+3 /,
of yours

+4 +2+6 +2+5 +2

Your 3 discards 
are added to

/+4 1+2

+6 +2

+1 /

of yours
+1 /

by you this turn

+4 +2

+2:-3

x

A

Use these 
action spaces 

for Beginner and 
Medium difficulty.

Your 3 discards 
are added to

, /+2+2 +1
you gained this turn

+5 +2/+4 1+2

Base VP on cards

1VP per Sprout

VP from Terrain cards

VP from Fauna board

VP from Growth

VP from EcosystemsVP from Event cards

1VP per Composted card

+1+3 /,
by you this turn

, /+2+5 +1
you gained this turn

+1+3 /,
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+4 +2+6 +2+5 +2

Your 3 discards 
are added to

/+4 1+2

+6 +2

+1 /

of yours
+1 /

by you this turn

+4 +2

+2:-3

x

Use these 
action spaces  
for Hard and  

Expert difficulty.

Earth is played over a series of rounds, and a round involves each 
player being the active player once. 

  The game ends at the end of a round during which a player 
completes their 4x4 tableau (16 cards). That player places one of 
their Leaf tokens on the 7VP bonus space on the Fauna board, and 
then any remaining turns are taken to end the round—so that all 
players have an equal number of turns.

  If the active player and another player complete their tableaus on 
the same turn, the active player claims the bonus.
  If multiple players, not including the active player, complete their 
tableau on the same turn, then the player sitting closest to the active 
player’s left (going clockwise around the table) claims the bonus.

For an endgame example, see page 13.

  All players should have an equal number of turns!  

For example, if the first player of the round is the first player to complete  
their tableau, then all other players will have one final turn as the active player. 

 
If the last player in a round is the first one to complete their tableau,  

then the game will end after their turn is complete.

SOLO MODE - YOUR TURN
  Your turns work the same as in the normal game—action selection, resource 
gain, ability activation. For each action, you will gain the regular benefits; 
however, Gaia will gain the benefits as indicated by the difficulty level you have 
chosen. 

  Always finish your action and card abilities first, then resolve Gaia’s action as 
the “other player,” taking the variable benefits:
• For the blue action , gather her Sprouts here 6 —she scores 1VP per 
Sprout at the end of the game.
• For the yellow action , stack the Growth here 7 , following the arrows 
when a Canopy is placed. As normal, the last growth piece on every column will 
be a Canopy. She will score 1VP per Trunk or the Canopy completion VP.
• For the red action , stack the cards Composted from the deck here 4 .  
She will score 1VP per composted card at the end of the game.  
• For the green action , place Gaia’s cards faceup in her scoring pile 5 .  
She will score each card’s base VP at the end of the game.

  On Gaia’s turn, draw the top card from her facedown stack 2  and place it 
faceup 3 . You take the upper ability (if any) and then she takes the lower 
ability.

  It is important that you take the upper ability first because her income can 
sometimes be tied directly to the choices you made:
• Yellow action - Gaia counts the total number of cards you gained from the 
upper ability and your yellow abilities, and gains that number of Growth.  
She does not count cards earned with Event cards.
• Red action - Gaia counts the total Soil you gained from the upper ability 
and your red abilities, and gains that number of Soil. She does not count Soil 
earned with Event cards. Gather Soil here 8  until she reaches 10 of them, after 
which they are returned to the supply and she will Compost 5 cards from the 
draw pile. If the total number of Soil gained exceeds 10, leave any excess in her 
reserve—only converting Soil to Compost in a ratio of 10 Soil to 5 Compost.
 
 If you reveal one of Gaia’s brown Fauna objective cards 9 , follow the 
directions on the card and place one of Gaia’s Leaf tokens on the highest 
available VP tier next to either Fauna card—if both are available, you may 
choose the placement. If playing on Beginner or Expert mode, also apply the 
effects as indicated in the “flavour text” area at the bottom of the card.

  Play continues with alternating turns until Gaia activates her last card, at which 
point her deck is shuffled and reset for a second, and final, use.

  The game will end when Gaia’s deck is exhausted for the second time, or 
when you complete your 4x4 tableau. The player who ends the game claims 
the 7VP bonus on the Fauna board, then scores are tallied.

SOLO MODE - GAIA’S TURN

As Gaia can “react” when you gain Soil and cards, it can be helpful 
to place incoming resources next to your player board so she can 

count them before they are added to your hand/supply. 

SCORING VICTORY POINTS
After the final round is over, players add up their victory points (VP) 
and the player with the most VP is the winner. 

  Players can simultaneously calculate each row on the score pad, 
but we recommend you record them one row at a time to avoid 
confusion. While counting the various components below, be sure 
not to mix up any piles or to “clean up” any play areas—in the case 
of a tie, these components are needed. For a scoring example, see 
page 13.

 1. Add the base VP x  from your Island and Climate cards with 
those from all cards in your tableau. Do not include your Event cards, 
cards in your hand or in your Compost. 

 2. Add the base VP from cards in your Event space—this could be a 
negative value.

 3. Add 1VP per card in your Compost.

 4. Add 1VP per Sprout in your tableau.

 5. Add 1VP per Trunk in your tableau, unless the Canopy has been 
placed, in which case score the Canopy completion VP instead of 
1VP/Trunk.

 6. Add VP from any Terrain in your tableau with an end-game scoring 
bonus. (Terrains with in-game effects do not score bonus points.)

 7. Add VP from any fulfilled Ecosystem objectives, including your 
personal Ecosystem and the two shared Ecosystems. 

 8. Add VP from Leaf tokens placed on the Fauna board. Don’t forget 
to include the 7VP bonus for the first player to complete their tableau.

  In case of a tie, the victory goes to the tied player who has the most 
Soil remaining in their reserve. 
  If the game is still tied, the victory goes to the tied player with the 
most cards in their hand, then the most Growth on their tableau, then 
the most Sprouts, and finally the most Composted cards.

Home to the stinking corpse lily, the world’s  
largest flower, which can be 1m (3 ft.) in diameter.

Ecosystem

Borneo Lowland  
Rain Forest

6 cards in your hand6 /

(Max 24     )
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This mountain chain reaches all the way  
from Hawaii to Japan below the ocean.

Ecosystem
Mauna Kea

have a different ability colour
column if all 4 cards/6
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A butterfly’s wings are transparent; their colouring 
comes from the reflection of thousands of scales.

Cairns Birdwing 
Butterfly

Ornithoptera euphorion

Fill 2+ rows  
in your tableau
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The fruit body comes out of an egg and  
can reach up to 20 cm (7.8 in.) in height.

Red  Cage Fungus
Clathrus ruber

1 1

-1 :  +3

1

3
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It grows at the bases of dead or decaying  
trees and it tastes similar to chicken.

Chicken of the Woods
Laetiporus sulphureus

3 5

+3

5

5
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Although originally classified as a fungus,  
it is now identified as a myxomycete.

Slime Mold
Leocarpus fragilis

+3 on any of the 8 adjacent Flora

1

1
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An ornamental evergreen tree with aromatic  
fruit that can be used to make candy.

Chinese Quince
Pseudocydonia sinensis

4 6

-1 :  +3

6

4
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Resembling a white bearded tooth, this edible  
fungus can be found growing on hardwood trees. 

Lion’s Mane
Hericium erinaceus

2 3

-1 :  +3

1

2
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While hot and arid during the summer months, 
scrublands are cool and moist during the winter. 

Terrain
Scrubland

19%
in this column

+1 3 /

4

2
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They have a symbiotic relationship with trees, 
exchanging nutrients via its root system.

Panther Cap
Amanita pantherina

+3

2 6

8

7
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It is heliotropic, meaning the flowers follow  
the sun as it moves throughout the day.

Sunflower
Helianthus annuus

19%

on each        in this row+1

3 4

3

1
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A lichen with many branches, it is the  
primary food source for reindeer.

Grey Reindeer Lichen
Cladonia rangiferina

+3

1 2

6

3
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Commonly found growing at the base of oak  
trees, it oozes a blood-like substance when cut.

Beefsteak Fungus
Fistulina hepatica

-1 :  +2

2 4

3

2
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This plant is extremely long-lived, with some 
specimens in France surviving for 200 years.

Pomegranate Tree
Punica granatum

+2

3 5

6

4
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Adapted to cool climates, they represent a  
third of all natural forest cover worldwide.

Terrain
Mountain Forest

19%
in this column+1 3 /

4

4
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The flowers have a springlike mechanism that  
spread pollen when bees land on them.

Mountain Laurel
Kalmia latifolia

-1 :  +3

4 7

5

4
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A hardy moss which stores or releases water  
based on the moisture content in its environment.

Wall Screw-Moss
Tortula muralis

on each        in this column+1
19%

2 2

2

1
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The sulfuric compounds present in onions are  
what cause you to get teary when you cut them.

Common Onion
Allium cepa

+1 -1 : +2

1 2

3

2
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This edible mushroom has an unattractive look  
but an incredibly desired black truffle flavour.

Horn of Plenty
Craterellus cornucopioides

You may pay all/some of this Flora’s cost   
 with        instead of (                        )1  = -1

1 2

3

3
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A brightly coloured beetle with metallic colours  
that lives exclusively beneath stones and rocks.

Rainbow Shield Bug
Calidea dregii

8%
2+
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= 25

= 25

= 25
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- += x2

+5:-10

This tree is referred to as “quaking” or “trembling” 
because of the flexible petioles on the leaves.

Mountain Aspen
Populus tremuloides

+1-1 : +3

3 5

4

4
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1

2 34 5

6 7

8

9

Solo mode

South Pacific Gyre

 Beginner: Skip Gaia’s next turn  
Expert: +4      for left or +3      for right

Choose either lower Fauna objective, 
place one Leaf token as Gaia
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SAFETY NOTE
  Please note that although we did our best 
to keep all the information and photographs 
as accurate as possible, we are not botanists, 
and the game should not represent any sort 
of field manual or identification aid. 

  Please check with local and national 
authorities before interacting with any 
natural environments or species. Thank you!
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TEAM MODE (2 VS 2)
  The team mode follows the same rules as the regular game, but it 
allows players to work together against another team. 

  Set up the game as you would for a regular game, with teammates 
sitting beside each other A . 

  Any time a player earns resources (cards, Compost, Soil, Sprouts, or 
Growth), instead of placing them directly into their tableau, reserve, or 
hand, they may place them onto their side of the shared Team board B . 
  These resources must be taken by either teammate before the end 
of the current turn or they are discarded.

  Teammates may discuss strategies and resource needs openly. They 
may decide together what action each will take, which resource or card 
to take, and so on.

  Play the rest of the game like you would in the standard way—except 
that turn order follows the player number (1, 2, 3, 4, 1, 2...etc.) C .

  At the end of the game, teammates will simply combine their scores, and 
the team with more VP wins!

A great way for experienced players  
to teach the game to new players.

Earth tries to grasp a small glimpse of the immensity of Nature’s  
diversity. The best players will be the ones that adapt quickly,  
just like plants and animals need to do to thrive. 

This game exists thanks to Isabelle Touchette, my love, who kindly  
asked me if I could create a game about plants.   -Maxime Tardif

DESIGNER’S NOTE
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This QR code will bring you 
to the BoardGameGeek 
website where you can learn 
more about the design and 
balance of Earth by reading 
Maxime’s “Designer Diary.”

And if you ever run out of 
scoring sheets, you are 
welcome to download more 
for free using this QR code.
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